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Gauge natural field theories and applications
to conservation laws1

L. Fatibene, M. Francaviglia and M. Raiteri

Abstract. We review the notion of a gauge natural theory and we show in
particular its role in implementing the very basic principles of any reason-
able fundamental physical interaction. Conservation laws are investigated in
this general framework by means of a skilful application of Nöther theorem
together with the theory of superpotentials. Wess–Zumino model interacting
with a gravitational fields is considered as an application of the gauge-natural
framework.
Keywords. Gauge natural theories, conservation laws, Noether’s theorem, su-
persymmetries.
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1. Introduction

The category of gauge natural bundles has been recently introduced (see [4,20,
21]). Since then, gauge natural bundles have been recognized to be essential to de-
scribe the field theories that are relevant to the Physics of fundamental interactions
(see [5,7,8,9,10]). We shall here review the subject and discuss how deep the link
between classical field theory and gauge natural bundles goes. Our aim is to sup-
port the claim that the gauge natural framework is a very natural extension of the
axioms of General Relativity; furthermore such an extension is really based on em-
pirical evidences. Because of these we believe that the gauge natural framework for
field theory will remain as a fundamental ingredient even in future developments,
at least as long as field theory itself will remain as the cornerstone onto which our
understanding of our physical world is based.

1This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere.
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The contents of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2 we shall review
the basic definitions of natural and gauge natural field theories. A particular empha-
sis is devoted to clarify the differences regarding the fundamental transformations
that are allowed in the two cases, since such differences will be essential for the
physical interpretation.

In Section 3 we shall give a short though complete review of the results about
conservation laws. The relation between Spencer cohomology and the standard ma-
nipulation of Bianchi’s identities will be clarified leading to the proof of the theo-
rem about existence of superpotentials in any gauge natural theory.

Section 4 will be devoted to develop a simple application to supersymmetry. The
Wess–Zumino model presented here is one of the simplest supersymmetric models
and it is currently under further investigation. As a first step we shall show that one
can coherently investigate supersymmetries within the gauge natural framework;
the problem of whether supersymmetries themselves can be regarded as “gauge
natural transformations” is currently under investigation. The Wess–Zumino model
has been chosen as an example for gauge natural theories also because it deals
both with the frame formulation of General Relativity and with (anticommuting)
spinor fields. The discussions of both these subsystems clarifies most of the issues
introduced during our preceding discussion about gauge natural theories.

2. Natural and gauge natural field theories

Let us start by reviewing natural and gauge natural theories. Natural theories
have been recognized to be the most appropriate framework to formulate the prin-
ciple of general covariance which characterizes, in particular, General Relativity. A
natural field theoryis a triple(B, L , �) where:

(a) B = (B, M, π; F) is a natural bundle, called theconfiguration bundle, over
thebase manifold M(usuallyspacetime). BeingB natural means that there exists
a functorial representation of Diff(M) over the bundleB; in other words, there is
a way of functorially associating to any (local) diffeomorphismϕ of M a (local)
bundle morphismΦ = (φ, ϕ) of B.

(b) L is ak-order Lagrangian covariant with respect to any diffeomorphism of
M represented onB by means of the natural action of (a) above (see below for
details). For now regard the Lagrangian either as a horizontal form over thek-order
jet bundleJkB or as a bundle morphismL : JkB → Am(M) with values into
the bundleAm(M) of m-forms over the base manifoldM (m being its dimension);
other global frameworks for variational calculus would also be allowed (e.g., sheaf
theoretic or others);

(c) �, which is calleddynamical connection, is a bundle morphism between
(some jet prolongation of) the configuration bundle and the bundle Con(M) of
connections overM . Sometimes this last item is not mentioned explicitly in the
definition of a natural field theory (see [17]); we choose to add it in order to make
canonical a number of relevant constructions (among others, conservation laws,
higher order Poincaré–Cartan forms, superpotentials). The morphism� provides
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a way for assigning to each sectionσ of the configuration bundleB a connection
�(σ) over M . In other words, we assume that the configuration bundle is such that
one can suitably construct a connection out of the fields. Notice that this axiom
holds for all the theories considered in fundamental physics.

Sections ofB are calledconfigurationsor fields. Different sections describe dif-
ferent configurations of the physical system under consideration. Examples are ten-
sor fields, including metrics (possibly of a fixed signature) and connections overM .
Base diffeomorphisms act on configurations by pull-back (recall that tensor fields
as well as connections overM can be pulled-back along base diffeomorphisms).

Axiom (b) simply says that diffeomorphisms are symmetries of the Lagrangian;
this is the active version of theprinciple of general covariancesimply because
diffeomorphisms are the active version of coordinate changes. See next section for
a discussion about the physical content of this principle.

Since natural bundles are built functorially out of the base manifoldM , one could
say that they actually make explicit some information which is already encoded in
M ; in fact, sections of a natural bundleB are also callednatural objects over M.
As an example sections of natural bundle, we mention the tangent bundleT(M),
the points of which, i.e., tangent vectors, are equivalence classes of curves overM .

Hence a natural theory actually describes the dynamics of some structure over
the basespacetimemanifold.

On the contrary, in gauge natural theories one starts from a principal bundle

P = (P, M, p; G),

called thestructure bundle, a prototype of which is any principalG-bundle of a pure
G-gauge theory (G being some suitable Lie group of gauge symmetries). Once this
change of starting point has been accepted then agauge natural theoryis defined
to be a quadruple(P,B, L , ω) where:

(i) P = (P, M, p; G) is the structure bundle. The Lie groupG is called the
gauge groupof the theory;

(ii) B is a gauge natural bundle (called theconfiguration bundle) associated to
the structure bundle, which means that one has a canonical functorial action of
the structure bundle automorphisms on the configuration bundle itself. Hence a
bundle morphism�B ∈ Aut(B) is associated to each automorphism� ∈ Aut(P)

on the structure bundle. Automorphisms ofP are calledgauge transformations
and vertical gauge transformations are calledpure gauge transformations. In gauge
natural theories gauge transformations act on fields.

(iii) L is ak-order Lagrangian covariant with respect to all gauge transformations
represented on the configuration bundleB.

(iv) ω, which is called(fibered) dynamical connection, is a bundle morphism
between (some jet prolongation of) the configuration bundle and the fibered product
Con(M) ×M Con(P) of “fibered connections” overP. The morphismω associates
to each configurationσ a connection�(σ) overM and a principal connectionω(σ)

overP (see [16]).

The main technical difference between natural and gauge natural theories is that
diffeomorphisms are completely replaced by gauge transformations. In gauge nat-
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ural theories spacetime diffeomorphisms do not act at all on fields, since the only
action one can define in general is that of gauge transformations. This is due to
the fact that although pure gauge transformations are canonically embedded into
the group of generalized gauge transformations, there is no canonical “horizontal”
complement to be identified with Diff(M). Consequently, in natural theories the
Lie derivative of a configurationσ with respect to any spacetime vector fieldξ is
defined by thefully covariantprescription:

(1) £ξσ = Tσ(ξ) − ξ̂ξ ◦ σ

whereξ̂ξ is the vector field naturally and uniquely induced on the configuration bun-
dle by the functorial lifting action. On the contrary, in gauge natural theories the Lie
derivative of a configurationσ with respect to a right-invariant vector field of the
structure bundleP is defined as follows

(2) £σ = Tσ(ξ) − ̂ ◦ σ

wherê is the vector field on the configuration bundle gauge-naturally induced by
 andξ is its projection onto the spacetimeM .

Let us stress that in gauge natural theories Lie derivatives with respect to generic
spacetime vector fields are undefined. This is a further source of difference be-
tween natural and gauge natural theories. “Horizontal” symmetries, in fact, are
generally associated to physically relevant conservation laws, such as energy, mo-
mentum and angular momentum. The definition of such quantities is almost trivial
in natural theories; on the contrary, in gauge natural theories pure gauge transfor-
mations are easily associated to gauge charges (e.g., the electric charge in elec-
tromagnetism), while the absence of “horizontal” gauge transformations is a prob-
lem to be solved to appropriately define energy, momentum and angular momen-
tum. For this reason, in gauge natural theories the dynamical connection plays an
extra role in determining horizontal infinitesimal symmetries as the gauge gen-
erators which are horizontal with respect to the principal connectionω. Of
course such a concept depends on the configurationσ which is necessary to de-
fineω(σ).

3. Conservation laws

It is now time to be more specific about the language to be used when one wants
to talk about variational principles and conservation laws. There are many op-
tions available; Lagrangian forms (see [17]), Lepagean forms (see [22]), Poincaré–
Cartan forms (see [15,18,24]), bundle morphisms (see [8]), variational sequences
(see [23,26]) and even others. These languages have been investigated and com-
pared for a long time and, except for matters of convenience for some particular
issue, they can be considered as being practically equivalent (any choice among
them being a matter of taste).

We define here the Lagrangian to be a bundle morphism of the typeL : JkB →
Am(M) which, once evaluated onto the prolongationj kσ of a configuration, pro-
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duces anm-form L( j kσ) over them-dimensional spacetimeM . This a special case
of a particular class of bundle morphisms, calledvariational morphisms, which are
defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. Let E = (E, M, τ ; V) be a vector bundle. Avariational mor-
phismrelative toE is a bundle morphism of the form

(3) R : JkB → (JhE)∗ ⊗ Am−n(M).

The integers(k, h, n) are called theorder, therankand thecodegree, respectively.

The Lagrangian is ak-order variational morphisms relative to the trivial bundle
E = (M × {0}, M, τ ; {0}) of rank 0. Of course, any variational morphismR can be
evaluated on a suitable jet prolongation of a sectionX of E ; such an evaluation will
be denoted as

(4) 〈R| j h X〉 : JkB → Am−n(M).

Hence any variational morphismR can be expanded as a linear combination of a
section ofE together with its symmetrized covariant derivatives up to orderh, the
covariant derivative being defined with respect to any fixed fibered connection (see
[16]). We choose the basis of covariant derivatives so that each term of the linear
combination

(5)
〈R| j h X〉 = [ pλ1···λn

a Xa+ pλ1···λnµ
a ∇µXa+· · ·

+ pλ1···λnµ1···µh
a ∇µ1···µh Xa] dsλ1···λn

has a global meaning (dsλ1···λn denotes a (local) natural basis of(m − n)-forms).
The coefficients

pλ1···λn µ1···µh
a

are calledmomenta(relative to the fibered connection). They are antisymmetric
with respect to the indices[λ1 · · · λn] and symmetric with respect to(µ1 · · · µh).
Hence the variational morphisms can be identified with chains in Spencer coho-
mology (see [19]).

A variational morphism isreduced(with respect to the fixed fibered connection)
if its coefficients satisfy the following condition

(6) p[λ1···λnµ1] µ2···µl
a = 0, ∀0 < l < h.

Variational morphisms of codegreen = 0 are automatically reduced. One can prove
that the notion of reduction depends on the fibered connection for high enough rank
(h ≥ 2).

We can prove general lemmas about splitting of variational morphisms. Let us
denote by Div thedivergence operatorwhich is the “transcription” of exterior dif-
ferential on forms in terms of the variational morphisms; it is defined by

(7) Div
(〈R| j h X〉) ◦ j k+1σ = d

(〈R| j h X〉 ◦ j kσ
)
.

Then we have the following
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Lemma 3.1. For any fixed fibered connection each variational morphismR :
JkB → JhE∗ ⊗ Am−n(M) can be canonically and algorithmically splitted as

(8) 〈R| j h X〉 = 〈T| j h1 X〉 + Div
(〈S| j h2 X〉)

whereT ≡ T(R) andS ≡ S(R) are reduced variational morphisms of the type as
below. IfR is 0-codegree, then one has

(9)
T : Jk+hB → E∗ ⊗ Am(M)

S : Jk+h−1B → (Jh−1E)∗ ⊗ Am−1(M)

i.e., h1 = 0 and h2 = h − 1. If R is n-codegree n> 0, then one has

(10)
T : Jk+hB → (JhE)∗ ⊗ Am−n(M)

S : Jk+h−1B → (Jh−1E)∗ ⊗ Am−n−1(M)

i.e., h1 = h and h2 = h − 1.

The proof (see [12] and [13]) is completely algebraic and based on covariant in-
tegration by parts. For each connection the splitting (8) is unique. Once the fibered
connection is fixed thenT andS are uniquely determined by the requirement of
being both reduced. Of course, depending on rank, when the fibered connection
is changed then the splitting may change. In higher-order natural and gauge nat-
ural theories the canonical splitting is usually done with respect to the dynamical
connection.

The variation of the Lagrangian can be directly identified with a variational split-
ting

(11) δL : JkB → V∗(JkB) ⊗ Am(M)

defined by

(12) 〈δL| j k X〉 = d

ds
(L ◦ Jk�s)

∣∣∣∣
s=0

.

Here V∗(JkB) is the dual of the vertical bundleV(JkB), the canonical isomor-
phism V(JkB) ∼ JkV(B) has been used and�s : B → B is the flow of the
vertical vector fieldX.

The splitting lemma defines twoglobalvariational morphisms

(13)

{
E ≡ T(δL) : J2kB → V∗(B) ⊗ Am(M)

F ≡ S(δL) : J2k−1B → V∗(Jh−1B) ⊗ Am−1(M)

which are calledEuler–Lagrange morphismandPoincaŕe–Cartan morphismof L,
respectively. They are such that the so-calledfirst variation formulaholds:

(14) 〈δL| j k X〉 = 〈E|X〉 + Div
(〈F| j k−1X〉).

In any gauge natural theory, each right-invariant vector field over the structure
bundleP projecting over a spacetime vector fieldξ is required to be an infinitesimal
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symmetry of the Lagrangian, i.e., the following is assumed to hold:

(15) 〈δL| j k£σ 〉 = £ξ (L) ≡ Div(i ξ L).

Notice that here the Lie derivative of configurationsσ with respect to is involved,
so that the gauge natural structure is essential to the following construction.

Nöther theorem is almost trivial using the notation introduced above. We can
define theNöther currentand thework formas

(16)

{E() = 〈F| j h−1£σ 〉 − i ξ L

W() = −〈E|£σ 〉
and they produce aweak conservation law

(17) DivE() = W().

As a consequence the Nöther current is closed along critical sections.
Finally, we are ready to the last step. Both the Nöther current and the work form

may be regarded as variational morphisms. In fact, are general sections of a
gauge natural vector bundleC associated toP and Lie derivatives are linear in
and its symmetrized covariant derivatives up to some finite orderh. Thence we can
define

(18)

{E = J2k−1B → (Jk+h−1C)∗ ⊗ Am−1(M)

W = J2kB → (JhC)∗ ⊗ Am(M)

such that

(19)

{〈E | j k+h−1〉 = E()

〈W| j h〉 = W().

Once again we urge the reader to notice that the gauge natural structure is here es-
sential; the set of infinitesimal symmetries has to be identified withgeneralsections
of a suitable vector bundle.

By splitting the work form one obtains a unique decomposition

(20) 〈W| j h〉 = 〈B|〉 + Div〈ẼE | j h−1〉.
SinceW is a pure divergence thenB is identically zero and it is calledgeneralized
Bianchi’s identities. The boundary part̃EE is calledreduced currentand it vanishes
along critical sections. By further splitting the Nöther currentE we obtain

(21) 〈E | j k+h−1〉 = 〈ÊE | j k+h−1〉 + Div〈U | j k+h−2〉.
Once again we use weak conservation and obtain thatÊE = ẼE . The (essentially
unique up to divergences) morphismU is called thesuperpotential. Equation (21)
proves that the N̈other current is not only closed along critical sections but even
exact. We stress that this is an extremely general result, holding inanygauge nat-
ural theory and forany Nöther current arising from a flow of generalized gauge
transformations (see [12]).
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4. Wess–Zumino model

Wess–Zumino model (see [3,14,25,27]) is one of the simplest examples with
a supersymmetry in field theory. We here present some basic constructions to in-
troduce supersymmetries in a fashion which is compatible with classical field the-
ories. Of course we stress that this is not the end of the story. Supersymmetries
are the starting point for quantum field theories (often involving gravitation). Here
we want simply to present the classical roots of supersymmetries. We believe that
understanding these classical roots is important to clarify the origin of supersym-
metries (which often have developed in a completely different framework that was
defined along the way). On the other hand we are aware that lots of important issues
remain still open or even simply untouched here.

We first need a number of generalizations of the standard structures defined
above.

4.1. Generalized vector fields

Generalized (vertical) vector fields of orderk are sectionsX of the following
pull-back bundle

(22)

(πk
0 )∗V(B) i V(B)

JkB πk
0✡

X

B.

Locally, a generalized vector field is expressed as

(23) X = Xi (xµ, yi , yi
µ, . . . , yi

µ1···µk
)∂i

The compositionXσ = i ◦ X ◦  kσ is a section of the fibrationV(B) → M , i.e.,
a vector field over the sectionσ . Accordingly, we can define the Lie dragging and
hence the Lie derivative of sections ofB along generalized vector fields. The notion
of symmetries and N̈other theorem easily extends to generalized vector fields (see
[1,14]).

4.2. Spin frames

Let us denote by Spin(r, s) the spin group of signature(r, s), wherer +s = m =
dim(M), and by GL(m) the general linear group. We denote by� : Spin(r, s) →
SO(r, s) the covering map exhibiting the spin group as a double covering of the
corresponding orthogonal group. Moreover, let us denote byL(M) the principal
bundle of linear frames onM , which has GL(m) as a structure group.

Spinors can be defined on a general spin-manifoldM (see [2]) which shall be
here assumed to admit global metrics of the given signature. The first step is to
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regard spin structures onM as dynamical variables by introducing as follows the
so-calledspin frames(see [7,10,11]). We fix a principal bundle� with Spin(r, s) as
structure group; spin frames are principal morphismse : � → L(M). We consider
the action on GL(m)

(24) λ : GL(m)×Spin(r,s)×GL(m) → GL(m) : (J,S,e) �−→ �(S)·e· J−1

and we define the associated bundle�λ = (L(M) ×M �) ×λ GL(m); it has fibered
coordinates(xµ, ea

µ) and it is thence locally analogue to the frame bundle. For
this reason spin frames are often identified in literature with standard frames (viel-
bein). We stress however that these similarities have only a local nature since spin
frames and ordinary frames have completely different behaviours with respect to
Lie-dragging and covariant derivative (see [7]). The bundle�λ is by construction
a gauge natural bundle and its sections are in one-to-one correspondence with spin
frames.

Spin frames can be defined on each spin manifold (even on non-parallelizable
ones) and each spin frame induces a metric bygµν = ea

µ η
ab

eb
ν , whereηab is the

standard diagonal matrix with signature(r, s).

4.3. Anticommuting spinors

Supersymmetries strongly rely on anticommuting spinors. Naively speaking, if
ψ i denote the components of a spinorψ then quadratic forms such asψ i ϕ j are
assumed to be antisymmetric in the exchange of the spinors, i.e.,ψ i ϕ j = −ϕ j ψ i ,
in view of a path integral quantization of the field theory (according to Fermi–Dirac
quantization rules for Fermions). Mathematically, this behaviour is implemented by
assuming that each componentψ i takes its value in the odd part of the (complexi-
fied) exterior algebra�−(W) ⊗ C of some suitable vector spaceW. Let us denote
by V = [�−(W) ⊗ C]n the space so generated; since�−(W) ⊗ C is a complex
vector space of dimension 2dim(W)−1, V is a complex vector space too and we are
entitled to use anticommuting coordinatesψ i in V . Eachψ i is actually a block of
2dim(W)−1 (complex) ordinary coordinates.

The spin group Spin(r, s) acts as follows on spinors by block matrix multiplica-
tion on anticommuting coordinates:

(25) ρ : Spin(r, s) × V → V : (S, ψ) �−→ Si
j ψ j .

Thence we can define the associated bundle�ρ : � ×ρ V the sections of which are
calledanticommuting spinors.

Choosing the matrix representation of the spin group is equivalent to fix a set
of Dirac matricesγa (a = 1, . . . , m) such thatγaγb + γbγa = 2ηab. The charge
conjugation operator is defined as the elementC in the appropriate Clifford algebra
such that

CγaC−1 = −tγa,

wheretγa is the transpose ofγa. Thecharge conjugated spinoris defined asφc =
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C(t –
ψψ), where

–
ψψ = ψ†γ0 is theadjoint spinorandψ† is the transpose conjugate

spinor. Spinors which are self charge conjugated (ψc = ψ) are calledMajorana
spinors, provided they exist (for example, this happens in 4-dimension Lorentzian
spacetimes). In this case the spinor spaceV splits asV = V+ ⊕ V−. The action of
the spin group onV preserves this splitting and thence also the bundle�ρ splits as
�ρ = �+

ρ ⊕ �−
ρ . Sections of�+

ρ are in one-to-one correspondence with Majorana
spinors.

4.4. The model

We shall consider it on a general spin manifoldM with a fixed spin bundle�.
Fields are: a spin frameea

µ, an anticommuting Majorana spinorψ and four scalar
densities(A, B, C, D) of arbitrary weights(α, β, γ, δ). Each scalar density, sayA,
is a section of a natural bundleAα = L(M) ×λα

R associated toL(M) by means
of the representation

(26) λα : GL(m) × R → R : (J, A) �−→ (detJ)−α A.

Fibered coordinates onAα are thence(xµ, A).
The configuration bundle of the Wess–Zumino model is thence

(27) CW Z = �λ ×M �+
ρ ×M Aα ×M Aβ ×M Aγ ×M Aδ

which is a gauge natural bundle associated to the structure bundle� and it has
fibered “coordinates”(xµ,ea

µ,ψ i ,A,B,C,D). We recall that strictly speaking these
are not coordinates since theψ i anticommute.

We consider the Lagrangian

(28)

LW Z = 1

2

[
(∇a A)(∇a A) e2α + D2 e2δ + 2m AD eα+δ

]
eds

+ 1

2

[
(∇aB)(∇aB) e2β + C2 e2γ − 2mBC eβ+γ

]
eds

− –
ψψ(i γ a∇aψ + mψ)eds

whereds is the local volume element,e denotes the determinant of the spin frame
ea
µ, eµ

a is the inverse ofea
µ, the covariant derivatives of the scalar densities are de-

fined as usual, e.g.,∇a A = eµ
a (dµ A−α�λ

λµ A); �α
βµ (�ab

µ , respectively) is the Levi-
Civita connection of the metricg (resp. the spin connection) uniquely induced by
the spin frameea

µ and the covariant derivative of the spinor is

(29) ∇aψ = eµ
a

(
dµψ + 1

8�
ab
µ [γa, γb]ψ

)
.

SinceCW Z is gauge natural all automorphisms of� act canonically onCW Z. The
Lagrangian (28) is covariant with respect to generalized gauge transformations and
consequently the theory is gauge natural in the sense of [8]. One can thence canon-
ically define conservation laws which admit superpotentials, as proved in general
for any gauge natural theory (see [11]).
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4.5. Supersymmetries

Supersymmetries can be now introduced as generalized vector fields. Letε be a
covariantly constant (∇µε = 0) Majorana spinor. Let us consider the generalized
vector field

(30) X = δea
µ

∂

∂ea
µ

+ δψ
∂

∂φ
+ δA

∂

∂ A
+ δB

∂

∂ B
+ δC

∂

∂C
+ δD

∂

∂ D

where we setδea
µ = 0 and

(31)



δA = a

2
(ε̄εψ)e−α, δC = −a

2
(ε̄εγ 5γ a∇aψ)e−γ ,

δB = −i
a

2
(ε̄εγ 5ψ)e−β, δD = i

a

2
(ε̄εγ a∇aψ)e−δ,

δψ = a

2

[
i (γ aε)∇a A eα+(γ aγ 5ε)∇aB eβ +i (γ 5ε)C eγ +(ε) D eδ

]
.

Notice that (30) is a generalized vector field since it depends on the derivatives of
fields.

One can easily prove that these infinitesimal transformations are symmetries for
the Lagrangian (28), modulo the divergence term

(32)

α = a

4

[(
2im A(ε̄εγ µψ)+2∇µ A(ε̄εψ)−∇ν A(ε̄εγ νγ µψ)

)
eα+1

+(
2mB(ε̄εγ 5γ µψ)−2i ∇µB(ε̄εγ 5ψ)+i ∇ν B(ε̄εγ 5γ νγ µψ)

)
eβ+1

+i D(ε̄εγ µψ)eδ+1+C(ε̄εγ µγ 5ψ)eγ+1
]

dsµ

wheredsµ = i∂µ
ds is the(m − 1)-surface local volume.

5. Supersymmetric algebra and perspectives

We stress that the supersymmetry generators are not closed with respect to com-
mutator. One can in fact check that, given two supersymmetries generated byε1 and
ε2, their commutator is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field defined on
the structure bundle� by

(33) ξ̂ξ = ξ
µ
(∂µ − �ab

µ σab) ⊕ (ea
µ∇νξ

µebν)σab, ξµ = i
a2

2
(ε̄ε 2γ

µε1) .

We remark that the vector field (33) is the so-calledKosmann liftof the spacetime
vector fieldξ = ξµ∂µ; see [6].

The vector fields (33) and the supersymmetry generators form an algebra with
the following commutation rules

(34) [δ1, δ2] = £ξ̂ξ , [δ1, £ξ̂ξ
] = 0 , [£ζ̂ζ , £ξ̂ξ

] = 0 .
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Of course these vector fields do not span an ordinary Lie algebra, since some of the
parameters are actually anticommuting, while the ordinary Lie algebra parameters
are scalars. In fact, one should regard them as generators of a graded Lie algebra
(also calledsuperalgebra).
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